Background. Advances in three-dimensional (3D) shape capture technology have made powerful shape analyses, such as geometric morphometrics, more feasible. While the highly accurate micro-computed tomography (μCT) scanners have been the "gold standard," recent improvements in 3D surface scanner resolution may make this technology a faster, more portable, and cost-effective alternative. Several studies have already compared the two scanning devices but all use relatively large specimens such as human crania. Here we perform shape analyses on Australia's smallest rodent species to test whether a 3D surface scanner produces similar results to a μCT scanner.
Low resolution scans provide a sufficiently accurate, cost-and time-effective alternative to high resolution scans for interspecific 3D shape analyses studies; they are likely applicable to low resolution scans of large specimens made in a medical CT scanner, for example. As most vertebrates are relatively small, we anticipate our results to bolster more researchers designing affordable large scale studies on small specimens with 3D surface scanners. 110 2017). Furthermore, designs including repeated measures of the same individuals allow 111 partitioning of variance into components, quantifying error due to scan type as compared to 112 biologically-relevant sources of variation such as asymmetry 
114
115 In this study, we quantify the error introduced by studying specimens of a size at the very lower 116 limits of surface scanner resolution. This situation could also arise when using relatively large 117 specimens, which are nonetheless at the lower limit of a medical CT scanner's resolution for 118 example. We test whether the complex shape of very small specimens can be adequately 119 captured using an HDI109 3D surface scanner with a stated resolution of 80 μm as compared to a 120 μCT scanner with a resolution of 28 μm. To do so, we use the delicate mouse (Pseudomys 121 delicatulus, J Gould, 1842), one of the smallest rodents in the world with a 55-75 mm head-and-122 body length (Breed & Ford 2007) . The miniscule P. delicatulus crania (~20mm) are at the edge 123 of the HDI109 3D surface scanner's range thus providing an extreme test of this scanning 124 method (Fig. 1, Fig. 2 ).
126
Methods
Data collection
128 We selected 19 adult individuals, male and female, of Pseudomys delicatulus from the 129 Queensland Museum in Brisbane, Australia (specimen numbers and sexes in Additional File 1:
130 Table S1 ). The cranium from each individual was scanned at the Centre for Advanced Imaging at 131 the University of Queensland in a μCT scanner (Siemens Inveon PET/CT scanner). (Table 1 ). This means that using analyses of asymmetry using a 220 combination of μCT and 3D surface scans would likely be unreliable in specimens the size of 221 delicate mice or for specimens scanned at a similarly low resolution. Furthermore, since 222 digitization error is large compared to the components of asymmetric variation, even a single
223 device yet low resolution study of asymmetry would likely be unreliable unless appropriate 224 arrangements are made to reduce error ).
225
226 The Procrustes ANOVA on the symmetric component of shape reports the individual shape 227 representing biological variation is 73.3% (Table 2) . Differences between scan devices represent 228 14.5% and the residuals encompassing differences among replicates or operator error represent 229 12.2% of total variance (Table 2) . Thus, our Procrustes ANOVA shows that most of the variation 230 is represented by biological variation but the significance of the variation due to device may 231 indicate systematic error.
232
233 The PCA of our symmetric dataset revealed that the first 3 principal components (PCs) account 234 for 47.1% of total variation (PC1 = 26.4%, PC2 = 11.9%, PC3 = 8.9%, n = 114) ( (Fig. 4a) . Within each individual's morphospace, μCT replicates usually 246 form a tighter cluster than the 3D replicates (Fig. 4a) . This pattern suggests that using μCT scans 247 introduces less random error than using 3D scans. Furthermore, within an individual, 3D scan 248 replicates tend to cluster closer to other 3D replicates while μCT scan replicates tend to cluster 249 closer to other μCT replicates (Fig. 4a) . This supports the interpretation for a systematic 250 difference between scan method shape means reported the Procrustes ANOVA's significant scan 251 variation component (Table TK) . Indeed, for most individuals, 3D scan replicates score higher 252 than their μCT scan replicates on both PC1 and PC2. This suggests the systematic error may be 253 driven by 3D scans overestimating both braincase volume and frontal bone width relative to μCT 254 scans (Fig. 4a, Fig. 5a,b) .
255
256 Overall, plots of the scores along the first two components mirror and provide intuitive 257 visualization to the patterns observed in the analyses using Procrustes ANOVA. The plot of PC1 258 and PC3 highlights another possible systematic difference between 3D and μCT scans (Fig. 4b ).
259 The PC3 axis displaces μCT replicates from 3D replicates such that individuals no longer occupy 260 distinct morphospaces (Fig. 4b) . On the PC3 axis, μCT scan replicates consistently score higher, 261 which corresponds to a more dorsally curved ventral surface relative to 3D scan replicates ( Fig.   262 4b, Fig. 5c ). Along with PC1 and PC2, PC3's result strengthens the signal for a general pattern 263 of a difference in the degree of surface curvature captured by 3D and μCT scanners, which could 264 be contributing to the systematic error reported by the Procrustes ANOVA (Table 2) . In 265 summary, despite a small but morphologically significant source systematic error, both the 266 Procrustes ANOVA and the PCA report that most variation comes from a biological signal, the 267 differences between individuals.
269 Analyses of variance and error
270 To compare the digitization error in each scanning device dataset, we calculated the Procrustes 271 variance among the replicate triads of each individual. We found that Procrustes variance is 272 significantly (p<0.001) higher in 3D scans (1.34x10 -4 ) than μCT (4.81x10 -5 ) scans (Fig. 6 ). This 273 means that digitizations are more variable in 3D scans than in μCT which is consistent with 274 decreased clustering in 3D scans relative to μCT scans in the PCAs (Fig. 4) .
275
276 The repeatability scores for each scan dataset mirrored the Procrustes variance results but with a 277 more intuitive number on a 0-1 scale. We found that the μCT scan dataset had a repeatability of 278 0.927 and the 3D scan data had a repeatability of 0.814 (Table 3 ). This means operators have an 279 easier time repeating their digitizations (i.e. landmark placements) with μCT scans than with 3D 280 scans.
281
282 Analyses with a biological example: sexual dimorphism 283 A subset of our dataset had sex information (n = 11; f = 7, m = 4), allowing us to perform a test 284 on whether using different scan devices to detect a very subtle intra-specific signal produces 285 different results. Our symmetric Procrustes ANOVA on individuals, sex, and device found that 286 differences between individuals is still the largest component (Table 4 ; Rsq = 0.691) with 287 variation due to device (Rsq = 0.172) and sex/residuals (Rsq = 0.137) contributing similar 288 amounts. Variation due to device is larger than variation due to sex, which suggests that 3D
289 scans and μCT scans should not be combined for similar analyses. However, the between group 290 PCAs do not suggest marked sexual dimorphism to begin with plots (Fig. 7) . Therefore, the 291 subtly of this biological signal could be the main reason for the relatively low contribution of sex 292 to total variation. Finally, we performed a cross-validation test on the between group PCAs to 293 assess which scan dataset can more reliably identify sexes based on shape (Table 5) . The results 294 show that in this case, 3D scans and μCT scans perform identically (overall classification 295 accuracy = 64%).
297 Discussion
298 In this study, we contrasted very high resolution μCT scans with their extreme opposite: 3D 299 surface scans of very small specimens. Our low versus high resolution datasets allowed us to 300 assess whether the low resolution scans still allow defensible investigations of biological shape 301 variation. We found that despite the low quality of the 3D scans, sufficient amounts of biological 302 variation are present to perform, at the very least, interspecific comparisons. In datasets with 303 only very slight intra-specific differences does the ability to distinguish biological signal from 304 error's "noise" occur. For example, the subtle sexual dimorphism in our small sample was only 305 just detected. However, we present three considerations to make before using low resolution 306 datasets. First, we found that we needed to remove the signal from asymmetry to investigate 307 shape variation more confidently. This makes low resolution datasets a poor choice for studies 308 on asymmetry. Second, using 3D scans creates more random error due to increased landmarking 309 difficulty, therefore care should be taken in landmark choice, and possibly landmarking software 310 and operator choice. Digitization error may also be reduced by taking averages of repeated 311 measurements (Arnqvist & Martensson 1998; ). Third, using 3D scans also 312 introduces a source of systematic error relative to μCT scans, therefore we recommend not 313 combining them whenever possible (see also Fruciano et al. 2017) , and especially in studies on 314 small intra-specific variation. In summary, with a few precautions listed above, we expect that 315 for studies with similarly sized skulls or similarly low resolution scans, the variation due to error 316 will be sufficiently low for successful detection of interspecific shape differences.
317
318 Measurement error and 3D scan reliability 319 Systematic error between the two scan devices is shown by consistent displacement patterns in 320 the PCA. Indeed, across all three PC axes, the scans differ in how they measure concavity around 321 the braincase, frontal, and ventral surface. This systematic pattern could suggest that the 3D 322 scanner technology errs on adding volume to the digital specimen relative to the μCT scan but it 323 could also be the other way around with the μCT scan distorting the images. Furthermore, even 324 when using the symmetric component of shape, the percent of variation contributed by scan 325 device is quite substantial at about 14.5%. Because scan device contributes this much to variation 326 and because systematic error between scan device exists, researchers expecting very small 327 variation due to biological sources would be advised not to combine 3D scan and μCT scan 328 datasets. However, overall each individual's 3D and μCT replicates almost always occupied 329 distinct areas of the morphospace, supporting their comparability for most morphometric studies.
330
331 While the two scan methods are usually comparable, using the low resolution 3D scans 332 introduces more digitization error than the higher resolution μCT scans, which likely reflects 333 increased user error due to lower resolution in 3D scans. This increased random error is reflected 334 in both the larger point clouds of 3D replicates relative to μCT replicates in the PCAs as well as 335 the higher morphological disparity and lower repeatability score of 3D scans. As expected, we 336 found that the low resolution 3D scans were more difficult to landmark because key cranial 337 features such as sutures and smaller processes were less distinct ( Fig. 1 versus Fig. 3 ). 360 361 In our test on the detectability of sexual dimorphism relative to scan device, we showed that 362 while variation contributed by each was similar (and that from scan device slightly higher), both 363 scan datasets detected a small sexually dimorphic pattern and they performed equally. This 364 suggests that 3D scans may even be acceptable for detecting some intra-specific patterns. This 365 was a small sample (n = 11) therefore further study with larger datasets would improve 366 confidence for using 3D scans for intra-specific studies. Nevertheless, it is promising that 3D 367 scans and μCT scans performed similarly even at such a small sample size.
368
369 Choosing a digitization method: 3D surface scanning versus μCT versus photogrammetry 370 With many options for digitizing 3D specimens available, decisions on the acquisition mode 371 must consider price, scanning time, processing time, portability, and scan resolution. The one-off 372 investment of a relatively high resolution 3D surface scanner such as the HDI109 provided a 373 model portable enough to take on airplanes and has fast scanning and processing times. Our 374 model took 10 minutes from starting the scan to the finished surface file, but note that larger 375 specimens requiring multiple sub-scans will take longer. These fast acquisition times are an asset 376 in collection efforts that rely on expensive and time-limited museum travel. For example, one of 377 us (AEM) digitized over 100 individuals in one week using the same scanning protocol.
378 However, the quality and speed of scanning varies by model; for example, other 3D surface 379 scanners could take over 45 minutes to capture one specimen and may also require more effort to 380 process scans (Katz & Friess 2014) .
381
382 Compared to 3D surface scanners, μCT scanners provide much higher resolution, which in this 383 study translated into less measurement error. However, uCT facilities are not widely accessible, 384 not mobile, and tend to be more expensive. Depending on the facility, μCT scanning involves 385 transport to the facility, scanning either by the operator, processing scans into image stacks, and 386 finally loading scans into specialized (and frequently high-cost) software to do the 3D 387 reconstruction. These reconstructions can be time consuming especially if the cranium needs to 388 be separated from the mandibles. Finally, specimens need to be loaned from their collections for 389 uCT acquisition, which requires specimen transport and curator permission and is particularly 390 difficult when large numbers of specimens from distant locations need to be scanned.
391
392 This study did not investigate photogrammetry, which is another and increasingly popular 393 method for digitizing 3D shape. This method uses software to align 2D photographs taken from 394 many different views into a 3D file. Photogrammetry is much cheaper and more portable than 3D 395 surface scanning since it only requires a camera of suitable resolution and very affordable photo-396 alignment software like Agisoft PhotoScan (Agisoft LLC, St. Petersburg, Russia; 397 www.agisoft.com). The trade-offs are that in our experience, photogrammetry takes at least three 398 times longer to acquire the photos, it involves higher risk of human error or inconsistency during 399 photography, and it requires an order of magnitude more time to align the photos into a 3D 400 digital file. While photo-alignment can be done at convenience after photography, the greater 401 time required to capture enough photos may be a deciding factor for researchers with time 402 limitations in museum collections. As for scan resolution, photogrammetry may perform better 403 than 3D surface scanners in some cases (Fourie et al. 2011) Table S2 . Morphological disparity --as measured by shape variation among replicate scan triads --by scanning device reflects operator error.
This box plot summarizes the morphological disparity (also known as the Procrustes variance) among the three replicates of an individual for each scan type. The mean Procrustes variance for 3D scans was 1.34x10 -4 and 4.81x10 -5 for μCT scans. This is a significant difference (p<0.001)
Figure 7
Intra-specific variation as shown by PCAs of 3D and μCT scan datasets colored by sex.
PCA provides an exploratory visualization of shape variation between males and females in our subsample with sex information (n=11). Males (n=4) are plotted in light silver and females (n=7) are plotted in dark gold. Results from the cross-validation test can be found in Table 5 . General Procrustes ANOVA on sources of shape variation including asymmetry.
The %Var column of this Procrustes ANOVA demonstrates the relative contribution of each factor to overall variation. It is calculated from the sum of squares for each factor divided by the total sum of squares for all factors. Procrustes ANOVA on the sources of shape variation using the symmetric component of shape.
The R-squared column of this Procrustes ANOVA demonstrates the relative contribution of each factor to overall variation. The shape variation of this dataset is visualized in Figures 4 and 5. Comparison of operator error in 3D scan and μCT scan datasets using Procrustes ANOVAs and repeatability scores.
The repeatability score is a value that reflects the ease of digitizing in a repeated measure study design. It is calculated from the Procrustes ANOVA using formulas for the intra-class correlation coefficient. The Procrustes ANOVAs were found by subsetting the dataset by scan device and performing separate generalized Procrustes and bilateral symmetry alignments. Symmetric Procrustes ANOVA with sex as a factor to assess relative contribution of intra-specific variation to overall shape variation.
This Procrustes ANOVA allows comparison of the relative contribution to total variation from sex and from scan device (R-squared column). Between group PCA classification test to assess whether one scan device dataset performs better at identifying sexes based on shape.
This analysis averages shape among replicates, computes a between-group PCA separately for μCT and 3D datasets, and runs a cross-validation classification test. The results indicate whether one type of scan dataset is more successful at classifying males versus females based on the shape variation present in the dataset. It also returns a kappa statistic; a kappa value over 0.20 indicates "fair" agreement between the two datasets. Shape variation visualized by sex can be seen in Figure 7 .
